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Let D be a division ring with an involution. Assuming that D admits Baer
orderings, we can study the Witt group of Hermitian forms over D by observing its
image in the ring of continuous functions on the space of orderings. We are led to
define a new class of rings which, when viewed in an abstract setting, provide a
natural generalization of the spaces of orderings and real spectra studied in real
algebraic geometry. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
ŽLet D be a skew field with an involution ) i.e., an antiautomorphism of
. Ž .order 2 . We shall call D, ) a )-field. We write Z for its center andD
Ž .  < 4S D s d g D d s d* for the set of symmetric elements. In order to
study the Hermitian forms over D, one customarily looks at the Witt group
Ž . w xW D, ) S . If D is commutative, then this group has a ring structure
induced by the tensor product of the Hermitian spaces. The structure of
this ring has been heavily studied, particularly in the case where ) is the
identity. It is much harder to say anything about the group structure,
Ž w x.though some results are known see, for example, Ls, FM . The group
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Ž .W D,) is a ring only when the set of symmetric elements is multiplica-
w xtively closed. By work of Dieudonne D1, Lemma 1; D2, Section 14 , thisÂ
occurs if and only if the )-field D is either commutative or a standard
Ž . Ž . Ž .quaternion division algebra cf. Section 3 . Otherwise, S D generates D
as a ring. Much more can be accomplished in the case of ordered fields
w xand for this reason, Holland H2, H3 has worked with Baer's original
definition of an ordering for )-fields and extensions of that definition to
obtain a tractable noncommutative setting. A survey of the work of many
w xothers on ordered )-fields can be found in Cr6 .
For any subset S : D, we write S= for the set of nonzero elements in S.
Ž . Ž .=DEFINITION 1.1. A Baer ordering on D, ) is a subset P : S D
satisfying P q P : P, dPd* : P for all d g D=, 1 g P, and P j y P s
Ž .=S D .
In the case where ) is the identity involution, these are called
w xsemiorderings and have been studied in depth by Prestel Pr . We write YD
Ž w xfor the topological space of all Baer orderings see Pr in the ) s identity
w x .case, Cr2, Sect. 4 in general . The topology is obtained as in the
) s identity case by taking as open sets the Harrison subbasic sets
=H d s P g Y d g P d g S D . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .D
One can view the elements of the Witt group as inducing continuous
functions from Y to Z, but even the group of these functions is difficult toD
Žstudy with only the group addition available as opposed to the reduced
.Witt ring of a field which is quite well understood . One approach to this is
to further restrict the orderings to have a multiplicative structure as is
w xdone in H3, Cr2, Cr3, Cr4 . This is accomplished as follows.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.2. A )-ordering on D, ) is a Baer ordering P satisfying
xy q yx g P for all x, y g P. Write X for the topological space of allD
)-orderings of D, a subspace of Y .D
Note that if ) is the identity, this becomes the usual notion of a total
ordering of a field.
Ž . Ž .There is a quotient group WR D, ) of W D, ) which is the largest
Ž .quotient group that can be given a Witt ring structure. This is defined in
w x Ž .Cr4 . If X / B, we can factor out the nilradical to obtain WR D, ) ;D red
Ž .C X , Z , the ring of continuous functions from X to Z. It is shown inD D
w x Ž .Cr4 that WR D, ) has a ring structure which is essentially the same asred
that of the commutative case. The problem with this approach is that it
eliminates so many interesting examples of )-fields, including all the finite
dimensional ones. In this paper, we adopt an alternative approach, defin-
ing a type of Witt ring for any Baer ordered )-field. We shall see that this
leads to a considerably larger collection of rings than the usual Witt rings.
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The rings we shall define fit into the very general class of Witt rings for
w x Ž w x.a group G first defined in KRW1 See also KRW2, KR1, KR2 . Write
Ž .C Y , Z for the ring of all continuous functions from Y to the ring ofD D
integers with the discrete topology. With the Harrison subbasis, the spaces
Ž .Y are Boolean spaces compact, Hausdorff, totally disconnected , and XD D
Ž .is a closed hence, compact subset of Y . Note that there is a canonicalD
group homomorphism of the Witt group of anisotropic Hermitian forms
Ž . Ž . w xW D, ) into C Y , Z Cr4, Theorem 2.5 . This is defined by taking aD
² :Hermitian form q s a , a , . . . , a to the function which assigns to each1 2 n
Ž .Baer ordering P the number sgn q , defined as the number of a in PP i
minus the number of a in yP. We refer to the group homomorphismi
Ž . Ž . Ž .sgn : W D, ) “ Z as a semisignature and to W D, ) “ C Y , Z as theP D
total semisignature mapping.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1.3. We define WS D, ) to be the subring of C Y , ZD
Ž .generated by the image of the Witt group W D, ) under the total
semisignature mapping.
Ž .We shall see in Section 2 that since WS D, ) is torsion free, it can also
be viewed in a manner similar to that developed by Marshall for his spaces
w xof orderings. The more general construction can be found in ABR , in
which they are called prespaces of orderings.
2. PRESPACES OF ORDERINGS
Our primary goal in this section is to begin looking at the structure of
Ž .WS D, ) . We shall see that we can use ring theory to discover much more
about the structure of these rings than is possible by merely working with
Žgroups. This construction is also new for semiorderings of fields the
.) s identity case , though here it yields no additional information.
w x Ž .Here we adopt the terminology of KR2 . First note that WS D, ) is a
w xWitt ring for G, i.e., a quotient ring of a group ring Z G , where G is a
wgroup of exponent 2 and the torsion subgroup zero in our case since
Ž . x ŽC Y , Z is torsion free is 2-primary. Ordinarily when ) is the identity onD
. = =2a field F , the group G is F rF . For us, the group that works is the
Ž .multiplicative group in C Y , Z generated by the images of the one-di-D
² : Ž .=mensional forms s , s g S D . We denote this group by G . Thus weD
are in the context of the rings studied by Knebusch]Rosenberg]Ware and
Ž w x. Ž .Kleinstein]Rosenberg. And so cf KR1, KR2 , we ask if the ring WS D, )
w Ž . xis representational as the Witt ring of a field or even WR D, ) is . We
shall see in Theorem 2.8 that it usually is not.
In the situation when X is nonempty and, in particular, if ) is theD
Ž . Ž .identity, there is a close relationship between WS D, ) and WR D, ) .red
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Ž wTo see this, we first need a pair of simple topological results compare GJ,
Ž .x.10.9 c .
ŽLEMMA 2.1. Let Y be a Boolean space and let X be a closed hence
.compact subset of Y. Let U be a clopen subset of X ; then there exists a
clopen subset V ; Y with V l X s U.
Proof. Since X has the induced topology from Y, there exists a set W
Žopen in Y with W l X s U. Since Y is Boolean and hence has a basis of
.clopen sets , we can write W s DW , where the sets W are clopen. Nowa a
the collection of sets W is an open cover of the compact set U, so there isa
a finite subcover W . Set V s DW , a clopen set in Y with V l X s U.i i
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Y be a Boolean space and let X be a closed subset
Ž . Ž .of Y. Then the restriction mapping C Y, Z “ C X, Z is a surjection.
Ž .Proof. Let f g C X, Z . Since X is compact, the image of f is compact
 y1Ž . < 4and hence finite. Thus f k k g Z is a finite clopen cover of X. By
y1Ž .Lemma 2.1, each set f k can be extended to a clopen set V ; Y withk
y1Ž . XV l X s f k . If we set V s V R D V , we again obtain a clopenk k k l / k l
y1Ž . Xset which intersects X in f k . The sets V are mutually disjoint, so thek
function
k , if y g V X for some kkg y sŽ . ½ 0, otherwise.
is an extension of f to Y.
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Let D, ) be a )-field with Y / B. The restrictionD
Ž . Ž .mapping C Y , Z “ C X , Z induces a surjecti¤e ring homomorphismD D
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .WS D, ) “ WR D, ) . Then WS D, ) ( WR D, ) [ C, where Cred red
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž .s ker WS D, ) “ WR D, ) . If X s B, we take WR D, ) to bered D red
w xthe zero ring; this cannot happen if ) is the identity Pr, Corollary 7.16 , but
.may occur otherwise, as in Example 3.5 below.
w Ž .Proof. The claim is obvious if X s B or, equivalently, WR D, )D red
x Ž .s 0 , so assume that X / B. The canonical surjection W D, ) “D
Ž . Ž .WR D, ) factors through WS D, ) , inducing a group homomorphismred
Ž . Ž .of WS D, ) onto WR D, ) . It is a ring homomorphism since it is alsored
Ž . Ž .induced by the ring homomorphism C Y , Z “ C X , Z , and is easilyD D
Ž .seen to be surjective using Proposition 2.2. Since WR D, ) is a freered
w xZ-module KRW1, Proposition 3.19 , we obtain the desired splitting
Ž . Ž .WS D, ) ( WR D, ) [ C.red
We now turn our attention to obtaining a better understanding of the
Ž .role of WS D, ) in general. We recall
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w Ž .xTHEOREM 2.4 Cr4, Theorem 2.5 a . There exists a bijecti¤e correspon-
Ž . Ž² :.dence between group homomorphisms s : W D, ) “ Z such that s 1 s
Ž² :. Ž .= Ž .1, s a s "1 for all a g S D , and Baer orderings of D, ) .
Ž .We now establish the connection with WS D, ) .
PROPOSITION 2.5. There exists a bijecti¤e correspondence between group
Ž . Ž² :. Ž² :.homomorphisms s : W D, ) “ Z such that s 1 s 1, s a s "1 for
Ž .= Ž .all a g S D , and ring homomorphisms WS D, ) “ Z.
Proof. In view of the previous theorem, we shall show the correspon-
Ž .dence between the Baer orderings of D, ) and ring homomorphisms
Ž . Ž .WS D, ) “ Z. WS D, ) is a Witt ring for G , as noted at the beginningD
Ž .of this section, and is a subring of C Y , Z . It is clear that each BaerD
Ž .ordering P g Y gives a ring homomorphism WS D, ) “ Z via evalua-D
Ž .tion at P. Furthermore, any ring homomorphism WS D, ) “ Z induces a
Ž . Ž .group homomorphism W D, ) “ WS D, ) “ Z which obviously satis-
fies the conditions of Theorem 2.4, thus yielding a Baer ordering. Our only
worry is that the ring homomorphisms are all distinct. Assume that P / Q
are distinct Baer orderings. This means there is a symmetric element
Ž . ² : Ž .s g S D with s g P, s f Q. Then the Hermitian form s in W D, )
Ž .maps onto an element of WS D, ) which is carried to q1 under the
homomorphism induced by evaluation at P and to y1 under the homo-
morphism induced by evaluation at Q.
Ž .To understand the structure of the rings WS D, ) , we recall the
elementary operations which build finitely generated reduced Witt rings of
Ž w x.fields cf. Cr3; M1, Chap. 5 . These consist of two constructions, one
Žbeing a direct product in the category of abstract Witt rings so that the
.product is again a connected ring and the other being a group ring
extension by an elementary 2-group. The fundamental construction in-
duced by lifting orderings compatible with a valuation from the residue
field is a group ring construction. It is considerably more complicated for
our rings. To make the constructions clearer, we now introduce an alterna-
tive way of viewing them by using the equivalent category of prespaces of
w xorderings defined in ABR, Chap. IV .
Ã Ž  4.Let G be a group of exponent 2 and let G s Hom G, "1 be the
topological dual group of G for the discrete topology on G. Let y1 / 1 be
Ã Ž .a distinguished element of G and let X be a subset of G. The pair X, G
is called a prespace of orderings if the following conditions hold:
ÃO : X is closed in G.1
Ž .O : s y1 s y1 for all s g X.2
O : The element g s 1 in G is the unique element of G such that3
Ž .s g s q1 for all s g X.
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To see that this is equivalent to the category of reduced abstract Witt rings
for a group G, we note that each object in one category is uniquely
associated to one in the other category. The prespace of orderings corre-
w xsponding to a reduced abstract Witt ring for G, say R ( Z G rK, is given
by taking X equal to the minimal prime spectrum of R, in which case R
Ž . w xcan be viewed as a subring of C X, Z KRW2, Lemma 3.3 , and setting
w xthe group equal to the group of units in R. By KRW2, Lemma 3.5 , X can
Ãbe viewed as a subset of G and the axioms above are easily checked.
Ž .Conversely, given a prespace of orderings X, G , set R equal to the
Ž .subring of C X, Z generated by the functions 1 y 2 x , g g G, where xg g
Ž .  < Ž .is the characteristic function of the Harrison set H g s x g X x g s
4q1 . This yields a Witt ring for G with X as its minimal prime spectrum
w xby KRW2, Proposition 3.8 .
w xOne further axiom, O ABR, p. 86 , is invoked to obtain a ``space of4
Žorderings'' which corresponds much better to the Witt ring of a field or
Ž .. ŽWR D, ) , but does not hold for our rings cf. Theorem 2.8 below and the
.discussion following it . The two fundamental constructions above, in the
Ž wcontext of prespaces of orderings are the following cf. ABR, Section
x.IV.2 :
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Sum corresponding to a product of rings : Let X , G and1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .X , G be prespaces of orderings. The sum of X , G and X , G is2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .defined to be the prespace of orderings X, G s X j X , G = G1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .with the distinguished element y1, y1 g G and the action s g , g si 1 2
Ž . Ž .s g , for s g X , i s 1, 2, and g , g g G.i i i i 1 2
Ž . Ž2 Group extension corresponding to a group ring over an abstract
. Ž .Witt ring : Let X 9, G9 be a prespace of orderings and H a group of
Ž .exponent 2 endowed with the discrete topology. The extension of X 9, G9
ÃŽ . Ž .by H is the prespace of orderings X, G s H = X 9, H = G9 with distin-
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .guished element 1, y1 g G and the action a , s h, g s a h s g , for
ÃŽ . Ž .a , s g H = X 9 and h, g g H = G9.
We are led to introduce a new construction for prespaces of orderings
which arises from tensor product of the associated rings. This has not been
considered previously because it does not arise naturally in the commuta-
tive ordering case, even for the real spectrum of a ring. We shall prove that
this works in the context of abstract Witt rings below, but first we give the
prespace of orderings description:
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Product corresponding to tensor product of rings : Let X , G1 1
Ž . Ž .and X , G be prespaces of orderings. The product of X , G and2 2 1 1
Ž . Ž . ŽX , G is defined to be the prespace of orderings X, G s X = X , G2 2 1 2 1
.q G , where G q G is the coproduct in the category of elementaryÇ Ç2 1 2
 42-groups with distinguished subgroup "1 preserved by all homomor-
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phisms; equivalently,
6 4"1 G1
6 6
6
G G q GÇ2 1 2
is a pushout diagram for homomorphisms preserving the distinguished
Ž . Ž . Ž .4element y1. Constructively, G q G is just G = G r 1, 1 , y1, y1Ç1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .so that 1, y1 s y1, 1 is the distinguished element in G q G and theÇ1 2
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .action is given by s , s g , g s s g s g , for s g X and g g G ,1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 i i i i
i s 1, 2.
For the following, all tensor products are assumed to be over Z. For
w x w x w x wintegral group rings it is well known that Z G m Z H ( Z G = H K,
xProposition 2.2.5 . We begin by analyzing the minimal prime ideals of this
w xring. By KRW2, Lemma 3.3 , they are precisely the kernels of ring
homomorphisms to Z when G and H are groups of exponent 2.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let G and H be groups of exponent 2. The minimal
w x w xprime ideals of Z G m Z H are in one-to-one correspondence with pairs of
Ž . w xprime ideals p , q , where p is a minimal prime ideal of Z G and q is a
w x w xminimal prime ideal of Z H . The associated prime ideal is p m Z H q
w xZ G m q.
Proof. As noted above, we need to determine the kernels of homomor-
Ž .phisms onto Z. It is clear that a pair of prime ideals p , q induces the
w x w x w x w xhomomorphism Z G m Z H “ Z G rp m Z H rq “ Z m Z ( Z. The
w x w x wkernel of this composition is p m Z H q Z G m q by Bo, Chap. 3,
x w xSection 4, Proposition 1 . Conversely, any homomorphism Z G m
f f
w x w x w x w x w x w xZ H “ Z induces Z G “ Z G m Z H “ Z and Z H “ Z G m
f
w xZ H “ Z, whose kernels yield the desired pair of prime ideals p and q.
In a Witt ring, the y1 traditionally kept as part of the group G must be
w x ² :identified with the y1 of the ring. That is, Z G rK must have 1 q y 1
² :in K, where y 1 is the distinguished group element y1 g G. Another
way to handle this, which makes it easier to deal with group rings is to
 4work with the factor group G s Gr "1 . We use this notation in the
following theorem. This will avoid doing the amalgamation used above in
defining the product of prespaces of orderings.
w xTHEOREM 2.7. Let R s Z G rK be a torsion free Witt ring for G withi i i i
minimal prime spectrum X , i s 1, 2. Then R m R is a torsion free Witt ringi 1 2
for G = G with minimal prime spectrum X s X = X .1 2 1 2
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Proof. Since each R is torsion free, it is a free Z module, whence so isi
the tensor product. In particular, R m R is torsion free. The ideal K of1 2 i
w xZ G satisfies K l Z s 0, i s 1, 2. The general theory for these ringsi i
tells us that K is the intersection of some family of minimal prime ideals' i
w x w xof Z G KRW1, Theorem 3.9 . The minimal prime ideals of R m R (i 1 2
w x Ž w x w x .Z G = G r K m Z G q Z G m K are now easily seen to be as1 2 1 2 1 2
claimed by using Proposition 2.6.
In order to prove the main theorem of this section, we must first recall
w xsome valuation-theoretic terminology from Cr1 , where it is shown how to
lift Baer orderings from a residue )-field. Let ¤ be a valuation on the
w x)-field D. Following Holland H2 , we require that ¤ be a )-valuation
w Ž . Ž . =x Ži.e., ¤ d s ¤ d* for all d g D so that ¤ induces an involution also
.denoted by ) on the residue skew field D . For any x g D of value zero,¤
Ž .write x for its image in D . Let G s G be the additively written value¤ ¤
Ž .  < Ž . Ž .=4group of ¤ and let S G s g g G g s ¤ s for some s g S D . To
wmake the lifting theorem work, we require that ¤ be smooth Cr1,
x Ž . Ž . Ž .Definition 2.1 : For each g g S G , there exists an s g S D with ¤ s s g
y1 y1wŽ Ž .. xand an automorphism L of D so that sx*s s L L x * for alls ¤ s s
Ž . Žx g D with ¤ x s 0 that is, ) is conjugate to the involution of D¤
.induced by s . The final fact needed is that for any smooth )-valuation ¤ ,
Ž . Ž .=there exists a ``smooth semisection'' s: S G “ S D and automorphisms
w xL as above satisfying Cr1, Theorem 2.7 ; we shall not need the details ofs
how the semisection works other than the fact that ¤ ( s is the identity on
Ž .S G . In the proof of the following theorem, we shall only use the formula
Žfor lifting Baer orderings from D to D which involves both the semisec-¤
.tion and the automorphisms in a rather superficial way.
For commutative fields with identity involution, the lifting theorems for
w xsemiorderings are due to Prestel Pr, Section 7 . For the Witt ring of a
Ž Ž . w x.commutative field or WR D, ) for a )-field Cr4 , the lifting of the next
theorem just gives a group ring extension by an elementary 2-group of
< < w xcardinality Gr2G Br, Proposition 10 . Throughout this paper, we say a
valuation ¤ and a Baer ordering P are compatible if they are compatible in
Ž . Ž .the strong sense that ¤ a G ¤ b whenever 0 - a F b with respect to P.
Ž . ¤THEOREM 2.8. Let D, ) be a )-field and assume that Y / B is theD
set of all Baer orderings of D which are compatible with a smooth )-¤aluation
Ž .¤ . Let D , ) be the residue field with the induced in¤olution, and let¤
< Ž . <g s S G r2G , which we assume to be finite. Then¤ ¤
g
gy1W D ( WS D , ) Z ,Ž . Ž .m¤ ¤ 2ž /1
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Ž . Ž .where W D is the quotient ring of WS D, ) obtained by restricting all¤
functions on Y to the subset Y ¤.D D
Ž . Ž .Proof. To simplify notation in this proof, we write WS D and WS D¤
Ž . Ž .for WS D, ) and WS D , ) , respectively. Let G s G be the value group¤ ¤
w xof ¤ . By Cr1, Theorem 3.4 ,
< <  4Y ( P P : S G r2G “ Y = s s : S G r2G “ "1 , s 0 s 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 4D D ¤
2.1Ž .
We note in particular that Y ¤ is a compact, hence closed, subspace of Y ,D D
Ž .from which it follows that the quotient ring W D is again an abstract¤
w xWitt ring of the type we have been considering KRW2, Proposition 3.8 .
Ž .We know that the ring homomorphisms WS D “ Z correspond to the
Ž .elements of Y , and so, more specifically, the ring homomorphisms W DD ¤
“ Z correspond to elements of Y ¤ by the general theory for these rings.D
Ž g Ž ..w gy1 xLet us now consider m WS D Z . By Theorem 2.7, the minimal¤ 21
g Ž .prime ideals of the ring m WS D are in one-to-one correspondence¤1
 < Ž . 4with the elements of P P: S G r2G “ Y , since they are each a g-foldD ¤
product of copies of Y . The group ring construction is a standard oneD ¤w Ž . x gy1see prespace construction 2 above , yielding a union of 2 copies of
g Ž .the space of minimal prime ideals for m WS D . This is the same as one¤1
 < Ž .  4 Ž . 4obtains from the product with s s : S G r2G “ "1 , s 0 s 1 . Thus
the sets of minimal prime ideals of the two rings in question correspond.
w xBy KRW2, Theorem 3.18 the reduced Witt ring of a group G is isomor-
phic to the ring of Z-valued functions on the space of minimal prime ideals
generated by the elements of G. Hence, to complete the proof we need
only show that the induced Harrison subbasic sets are the same for both
Žrings. The ring is generated by elements of the form 1 y 2 x , where xU U
.is the characteristic function of a Harrison subbasic set U. These generat-
Ž g Ž ..w gy1 xing functions for the ring m WS D Z are clear, as the ring only¤ 21
Ž .involves a tensor product cf. Theorem 2.7 followed by a standard group
Ž w x.ring construction cf. ABR, Definition IV.2.7 .
Ž . = w xLetting s: S G “ D be a smooth semisection, Cr1, Lemma 3.2 gives
Ž .the Baer ordering corresponding to a given pair P , s as
y1y1a g P m L as ¤ a s ¤ a g P ¤ a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .sŽ¤ Ždad*..
Ž .where we write g for the class of g g S G modulo 2G. For a fixed
Ž .= ¤a g S D , we are interested in all the Baer orderings P g Y containingD
y1y1 w xit. If L as ¤ a is contained in all Baer orderings of D ,Ž .Ž .sŽ¤ Ždad*.. ¤
Ž .then a g P m s ¤ a s q1. These are precisely the subbasic sets in-Ž .
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duced by the group extension, as they are determined by the value of s at
Ž .a particular element of S G r2G corresponding to a. On the other hand, if
we look at the Baer orderings with a fixed mapping s , say for simplicity
Ž . Ž .s g s q1 for all g g S G , then the sign of a is determined by the sign
y1y1 w x Ž .of L as ¤ a with respect to P ¤ a . On the product spaceŽ . Ž .Ž .sŽ¤ Ždad*..
g Ž .ŁY for m WS D , the induced set depends only on the ¤ a co-Ž .D ¤1¤
ordinate, so we have subbasic sets corresponding to generators of
the product group ŁG , where G is the group of units of the ring¤ ¤
Ž .  4WS D modulo "1 . Allowing other mappings for s or allowing¤
y1y1Ž w x.H L as ¤ a to be a proper subset of Y just gives rise toŽ .Ž .sŽ¤ Ždad*.. D ¤
the symmetric differences of the sets we have already described, thus
Ž .showing that the Harrison sets for W D , when the Baer orderings are¤
Ž .interpreted via 2.1 , are precisely those given by a group ring extension of
a tensor product as desired.
< Ž . <Remark 2.9. If g s S G r2G is infinite in the previous theorem, the¤ ¤
Ž .structure of the prespace of orderings is clear from 2.1 . But the infinite
Ž .tensor product giving W D must now be interpreted in the category of¤
abstract Witt rings rather than the category of rings.
This theorem shows immediately that the rings we obtain are not
Ž w x.representational as defined in KR2 or equivalently, these prespaces of
Ž w x.orderings are not spaces of orderings as in M1, M2, ABR , because we
obtain new rings that are not among the well-known finitely generated
Ž w x.representational ones see, for example, M2, Theorem 4.2.2 . Further-
more, Theorem 2.8 is far from being the whole story. Much more is known
Ž . Ž .about WR D, ) and W F for a field F, since in the case ofred red
w)-orderings, there is always a compatible smooth real valuation Cr4,
xSection 4 . Even in the field case with an identity involution, there are new
complications, as not all semiorderings are compatible with a real valua-
w xtion; Prestel Pr, Theorem 7.17 has given such an example of the field of
rational functions over Q in countably many indeterminates. And in the
)-field case, the valuations may be nonsmooth or even have noninvariant
w xvaluation rings MW , thus failing the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8.
3. GENERAL RELATIONS AND EXAMPLES
This section is devoted to looking at the general relationships between
Ž . Ž .W D, ) and WS D, ) and the more well-known Witt rings associated
with fields such as the center of D or the field of central symmetric
elements. We end the section with examples.
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Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let D, ) be a )-field with center Z and let Z sD 0
Ž .Z l S D be the field of central symmetric elements. We consider theD
canonical homomorphisms
W Z “ W Z , ) “ W D , ) .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 D
Ž .Note that the first two Witt groups also ha¤e a ring structure. The first ring
homomorphism is surjecti¤e, with its kernel being the ideal generated by
² : = Ž .1, yaa* , for a g Z . The second group homomorphism has as its kernelD
² : = Ž .the ideal generated by 1, ydd* , for d g D with dd* g Z . Also, W D, )0
Ž . Ž .can be ¤iewed as either a W Z -module or a W Z , ) -module.0 D
wProof. The claims for the first homomorphism are proved in Cr4,
xTheorem 2.6 . For the second homomorphism, we compare the presenta-
w xtion for the groups, as given by Cr4, Theorem 2.3 . The only relation in
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : =W D, ) not already holding in W Z , ) is a s dad* for a g Z ,D 0
d g D=, and this only matters if dad* g Z . Since a lies in the center, thisD
² : ² :² : ² :implies dd* g Z and the form a, ydad* s a 1, ydd* . Since a is0
Ž . ² :a unit in W Z , ) , we have 1, ydd* in the kernel and such elementsD
generating the kernel as an ideal.
Ž .The canonical group homomorphisms described in the preceding theo-
Ž . Ž . Ž .rem, W Z “ W Z , ) “ W D, ) , induce ring homomorphisms0 D
Ž . Ž . Ž .WS Z “ WS Z , ) “ WS D, ) ; these are of primary importance to0 D
us for studying Baer ordered )-fields. We have the following immediate
corollary.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Let D, ) be a )-field with center Z and let Z s ZD 0 D
Ž .l S D be the field of central symmetric elements. The canonical ring
homomorphisms
f c
WS Z “ WS Z , ) “ WS D , )Ž . Ž . Ž .0 D
satisfy
Ž .1 f is surjecti¤e with ker f being the ideal generated by the maps
² : =induced by the forms 1, yaa* , for a g Z ;D
Ž .2 ker c is the ideal generated by the maps induced by the forms
=² :1, ydd* , for d g D with dd* g Z .0
In special cases more can be said. Some exact sequences are given in
w xLs for the Witt group in the commutative and standard quaternion
algebra cases. Here we derive some slightly different results, concentrating
on the induced homomorphism from the inclusion of the center in D.
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a, bŽ .Consider a quaternion division algebra D s over a field F, gener-
F
ated by elements i, j, where i2 s a and j2 s b. We shall refer to the
Ž .involution defined by r q r i q r j q r ij * s r y r i y r j y r ij,0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
Ž .where r , r , r , r g F, as the standard involution and to D, ) as a0 1 2 3
standard quaternion algebra.
Recall that an involution ) is said to be of the first kind if the center of
ŽD is contained in the set of symmetric elements. Otherwise, the center is
a quadratic extension of the field of central symmetrics and the involution
.is of the second kind.
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let D, ) be a nonstandard quaternion di¤ision algebra
a, bŽ .with an in¤olution ) of the first kind. Then we can write D s , where
F
2 2 Ž .i s a, j s b, i, j g S D and k* s yk for k s ij.
Proof. Because the involution is nonstandard, we know that there are
symmetric elements outside of F since, as mentioned in the Introduction,
Ž .Dieudonne has shown that S D generates D. Let x be one such element.Â
w Ž . xSince F x : F s 2, the element x satisfies a quadratic equation over F,
r r2 2 2Ž .say x q rx q s s 0, so that x q s ys q r r4 g F. Setting i s x q ,
2 2
Ž . Ž .we have i g S D using the fact that the involution is of the first kind
and i2 s a g F for a s ys q r 2r4.
Ž . Ž .Now let y f F x s F i . Since the elements y q y* and y y y* cannot
Ž .both lie in F i , we may assume that y is either symmetric or skew.
Assume first that y is skew; the fact that it generates the noncommutative
Ž . Ž .ring D over F i implies that i and y do not commute. Then iy q iy * s
Ž .= Ž .iy y yi g S D . If iy y yi g F i , then it has the form r q si for some
Žr, s g F. Multiplying on the left by i yields ri q as s ay y iyi s ay y ay
.q ri q as , so that r s s s 0, a contradiction of iy y yi / 0. Using iy y yi
in place of y, we may assume y is symmetric. Now we can do as above and
replace y by a symmetric element j with j2 equal to some element b g F.
Next define k s ij and write k* s r q si q tj q uk, for some r, s, t, u g
F. Applying the involution gives k s r q si q tj q uk*, from which we
Ž . Ž .Ž .conclude that k y k* s u k* y k , so that 1 q u k y k* s 0. We know
k* / k, for that would make D commutative; thus u s y1. Multiplying
ij s r q si q tj y ji 3.1Ž .
on the left by i and then on the right by i to replace iji yields
aj s ri q as q tij y ri q as q tji y aj ,Ž .
Ž . Ž .which implies 0 s t ij y ji , whence t s 0. Similarly, multiplying 3.1 by j
Ž .yields s s 0. Replacing j by j y rr2 a i and, correspondingly, b by
2b y r r4a will give what we want: k* s yk.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let F be a formally real field.
= =2'Ž . Ž .1 Let D s F a , a g F R F , with ) being conjugation. The
Ž . Ž .mapping W F “ W D, ) is surjecti¤e. Its kernel is generated by the ele-
² : ² : Ž .ments 1, yx , where x is represented by the form 1, ya o¤er F . In
particular, the mapping is injecti¤e if and only if F is Pythagorean and ya is a
square in F.
Ž . Ž .19 In the situation of 1 , the restriction of Baer orderings from D to F
yields a canonical map from Y to Y which is a homeomorphism ontoD F
Ž .  < 4H ya s P g Y ya g P ; the same is true for )-orderings in X andF D
Ž . Ž .X . The mapping on reduced Witt rings W F “ WR D, ) is justF red red
restriction of functions in the corresponding rings of continuous functions
Ž . Ž .C X , Z “ C X , Z . Similarly, restriction of functions on spaces of BaerF D
Ž . Ž .orderings induces the mapping WS F “ WS D, ) . Both ring homomor-
phisms are surjecti¤e.
a, bŽ . Ž . Ž .2 Let D s be a standard quaternion algebra. The ring homo-
F
Ž . Ž .morphism W F “ W D, ) is surjecti¤e with kernel generated by the ele-
² : ² :ments 1, yx , where x is represented by the form 1, ya, yb, ab . Further-
Ž . Ž . =2more, W F ( W D, ) if and only if F is Pythagorean and ya, yb g F ,
the set of nonzero squares of F.
Ž . = =229 Let F be a Pythagorean field with elements a, b g F R F and D
Ž . Ž . Ž .as in 2 . Let X s H ya l H yb , as a subset of X . Then X is0 F 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .homeomorphic to X and the ring homomorphism W F “ W D, ) isD
Ž . Ž .canonically induced by the restriction mapping C X , Z “ C X , Z . Simi-F 0
Ž . Ž .lar statements hold for Y and Y and the rings WS F and WS D, ) .F D
a, bŽ . Ž .3 Let D s be a quaternion di¤ision algebra with a
F Ž . Ž .nonstandard in¤olution of the first kind. The kernel of f : W F “ W D, )
Ž . ² : =is generated as an ideal by elements of the form 1, ydd* , where d g D
with dd* g F. If we write D as in Lemma 3.3, then ker f is generated by
² : ² :forms 1, yx , where x is represented o¤er F by the form 1, ab . The
homomorphism f can ne¤er be surjecti¤e; it is injecti¤e if and only if ab is a
square in F and F is pythagorean.
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 The map is surjective because S D s F, whence the one
w xdimensional forms look the same for both rings. By Cr4, Theorem 2.6 , the
² : =kernel is generated by elements of the form 1, ydd* for d g D . For
2 2'd s r q s a , we have the norm dd* s r y as , so the generators of the
² :kernel are as claimed. The mapping is injective if and only if 1, yx s 0
² : ² :for all x represented by 1, ya . But 1, yx s 0 if and only if x is a
² :square, so this happens if and only if 1, ya only represents squares. This
Žoccurs if and only if ya is a square and F is Pythagorean so that a sum of
.squares is a square .
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' 'Ž .19 This follows from the fact that ya s a a * must be positive in
every Baer ordering of D, and the Baer orderings of D are precisely the
same sets as the semiorderings of F containing ya.
Ž . w x2 This is a restatement of Cr4, Theorem 2.6, Corollary 2.7 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .29 Note that Baer orderings or )-orderings are defined on S D
s Z s F. Thus the restriction mapping X “ X is injective. In anyD D F
Baer ordering of D, we must have a s i2 s yii* and b s yjj* being
negative, whence X : X . On the other hand, with respect to anyD 0
Žordering of F in which a and b are negative, we have r q r i q r j q0 1 2
.Ž . 2 2 2 2r ij r q r i q r j q r ij * s r y ar y br q abr ) 0, so the ordering3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
is a )-ordering of D. It follows that X and X are homoeomorphic via0 D
Ž . Ž .the canonical mapping. Since F is pythagorean, we have W F ; C X , Z ,F
from which the claim follows.
Ž .3 The kernel of f is shown to be generated by elements of the
² : w xform 1, ydd* just as in the proof of Cr4, Theorem 2.6 . Now let
2 2 2 2 Ž .d s r q si q tj q uk, so that dd* s r q as q bt q abu q 2 rs q btu i
Ž .q 2 rt y asu j; this lies in F if and only if rs s ybtu and rt s asu. These
equations yield as2 q bt 2 s 0; this contradicts the fact that D is a division
ring unless s s t s 0. Therefore dd* s r 2 q abu2, so that ker f is gener-
² :ated by forms 1, yx , where x s dd* is represented over F by the form
² :1, ab . It is clear that f cannot be surjective; indeed, nothing maps to the
² : Ž . =2form i g W D, ) . Furthermore, f can only be injective if ab g F
² :since 1, yab lies in the kernel. In this case x, represented by the form
² :1, ab , is a sum of two squares which must be a square to make f
injective. Since x s r 2 q abu2 can be any arbitrary sum of two squares, the
field F must be Pythagorean. Conversely, if ab is a square and F is
² : Ž .Pythagorean, then the forms 1, yx are all zero in W F and the kernel
is zero.
Ž . ŽŽ ..Ž ..EXAMPLE 3.5 Laurent Series )-Fields . Let D s C x y , where
Ž w x.xy s yyx a construction can be found in Co, Chap. 2 . Setting F s ZD
ŽŽ 2 ..ŽŽ 2 ..s C x y , we see that D is the quaternion division algebra
Ž 2 2 .x , y rF . We give D the nonstandard involution defined by i* s yi,
w Ž .x* s x, y* s y. Unlike the quaternion algebra of Theorem 3.4 3 , this
x Ž .  k l <yields an involution of the second kind. Then S D s Ýa x y kl ’ 0k l
Ž . Ž . 4mod 2 « a g R; kl ’ 1 mod 2 « a g R i .k l k l
Ž . ŽŽ 2 ..ŽŽ 2 ..Note that, since S D l Z s R x y , D satisfies Kaplansky's SRD
w Ž .x Ž .axiom by H1, 8 C : viz. for each a g D, there exists b g S D which
commutes with everything that commutes with a*a and satisfies b 2 s
a*a .
Ž .D has eight Baer orderings no )-ordering , corresponding to choices of
signs for the elements x, y, and ixy. These can be lifted from the unique
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ŽBaer ordering of the residue field C as in the proof of Theorem 2.8 see
w x.Cr1, Example 5.2 .
ŽŽ 2 ..ŽŽ 2 ..Write F s R x y . Then we have the canonical homomorphisms0
W F “ W F , ) “ W D , ) ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž .the first mapping being an isomorphism by Theorem 3.4 1 above. The first
w xtwo Witt rings are integral group rings, Z Z = Z . The )-fields F and2 2 0
Ž .F, ) each have eight Baer orderings, four of which are multiplicative
Ž . 2 2 2 2)-orderings }they correspond to the choice of signs for x , y , and x y
Ž 2 2 .giving a multiplicative ordering if x y has the appropriate sign . In
Ž . 2 2 2 2 Ž .Ž .D, ) , x s xx*, y s yy*, and x y s xyyx s xy xy *, so all three are
Ž .positive. Hence all eight Baer orderings of D, ) induce the same )-
Ž . Ž .ordering of F and F. The mapping W F, ) “ W D, ) contains0
² 2: ² 2: ² 2 2:1, yx , 1, yy , and 1, yx y in its kernel, whence the generators of
Ž . Ž . ² : ² : ² :W F, ) all map into Z ; W D, ) ( Z q Z x q Z y q Z ixy . The
Ž . Ž . Ž . wimage of W D, ) in C Y , Z generates a group ring WS D, ) ( Z Z =D 2
xZ = Z .2 2
4. FINITE DIMENSIONAL )-FIELDS
In this section we restrict our attention to )-fields which are odd
dimensional over their centers and have at least one Baer ordering. The
Baer orderings of such )-fields have been studied extensively by Leung
w x Ž .Le1, Le2, Le3 . The field of central symmetric elements Z s Z l S D0 D
will play a particularly important role here.
To apply Leung's theory, we first need some definitions. Following the
Äw x Ž Ž ..constructions of Le2 , we write J for the smallest subgroup of Aut S DZ0
which is closed under addition and contains all functions of the form
U = ÄŽ . Ž .J x s Ýa xa , a g D . The existence of J is equivalent to D, )i i i
w x Ž .having a Baer ordering Le2, Theorem 2.9 . For any subset A of S D ,
Ä Ä ÄŽ .  Ž . < 4 Ž 4.define J A to be the set Ý f a a g A, f g J and set T s J 1 andi i i i 1
T s T l Z . Leung introduces the concept of a weak )-ordering, a Baer0 1 0
Ž .ordering P of D, ) which is closed under multiplication of elements of
P l Z . The set T is the intersection of the set of all weak )-orderings of0 1
Ž . w xD, ) Le3, Proposition 3.5 . Most importantly for our purposes, Leung
w xLe3, Theorem 5.9 has shown that restriction of orderings induces a
homeomorphism of Y with Y rT , the space of T -semiorderings of Z ,D Z 0 0 00
that is, the semiorderings closed under multiplication by elements of T0
Ž w x. U =see L, Chap. 14 . Not only does T contain all sums Ýd d for d g D ,1 i i
Ž . Ž .= Ž .but it also contains all elements a Nrd a for a g S D , where Nrd a is
w xthe reduced norm of a Le3, Proposition 3.5 .
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We can now improve Theorem 3.1 for odd dimensional )-fields. This
will reduce the problem of understanding the structure of the ring
Ž .WS D, ) to the field case when D is odd dimensional. Not much is known
about the general situation for even dimensional )-fields. Example 3.5
shows that not much can be said in general. What is known is that if there
exists a weak )-ordering, then the )-field is odd dimensional, commuta-
w xtive, or a standard quaternion algebra Le1 . We have already handled the
latter two possibilities in Theorem 3.4.
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let D, ) be a)-field with center Z and let Z s Z lD 0 D
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .S D . Assume that D : Z is odd. The image of W D, ) in C Y , Z is theD D
Ž .homomorphic image of W Z under the composition0
W Z “ W Z , ) “ W D , ) “ C Y , Z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 D D
Ž . Ž . Ž .In particular, the homomorphism WS Z “ WS Z , ) “ WS D, ) is0 D
surjecti¤e and is defined by restriction of functions from Y to Y rT ( Y .Z Z 0 D0 0
Proof. We can prove both parts of the statement by showing that for
any symmetric element x of D, the field Z contains an element a which0
induces the same function on the space of Baer orderings; i.e., if x g
Ž .=S D , there is an a g Z such that for any Baer ordering P g Y , we0 D
w xhave x g P m a g P l Z . From Le3, Corollary 3.6 , we see that a s0
=Ž .  Ž . < Ž . 4Nrd x has this property. Indeed, P s x g S D Nrd x g P l Z .0
We conclude with a class of examples to illustrate the preceding theo-
rem.
Ž w x.EXAMPLE 4.2 Bicyclic Baer ordered )-Fields; cf. H3, Section 3.4 .
wFor more general constructions, see Pi, Section 15.1; Co, Section 3.7; MW,
x Ž .p. 253 . We start with a prime number p ’ 3 mod 4 . Let v be a primitive
Ž .pth root of unity and let F s Q v q v be the maximal real subfield of
Ž . Ž .Ž .the cyclotomic field Q v . Let K be the rational function field Q v x
Ž p. Ž .Ž p. Ž .with subfields Z s F x and Z s Q v x . Let s x s xv be a gen-0
Ž .erator of Gal KrZ . Define an involution ) on K by conjugation z * s z
Ž .for z g Q v and x* s x. Our )-field D is the cyclic algebra
py1
i pKrZ, s , 2 s a y a g K , y s 2, ya s s a y for a g K ,Ž . Ž .Ý i i½ 5
is0
where we extend the involution by defining y* s y. Note that )(s () s
sy1, the field Z is the center of D and is a quadratic extension of the
central symmetric elements Z , and K has degree p over Z.0
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Ž .In order to compute WS D, ) , we need to know all the Baer orderings
on D. We know that they restrict to semiorderings of Z in a one-to-one0
fashion, but Z is a rational function field with an uncountable number of0
orderings. Any Baer ordering has its order valuation which gives rise to a
w xplace into the real quaternions H H2 . For any place into H, the image of
Ž .the equation yx s s x y s v xy can hold if and only if x ‹ 0 or x ‹ ‘.
So the only )-valuations associated with Baer orderings will be the x-adic
valuation
¤ x i f y s nŽ .Ý0 iž /
isn
and the xy1-adic valuation
¤ x i f y s yn.Ž .Ý‘ iž /
isn
We work with the valuation ¤ for now. The value group G is isomorphic0 D
to Z, while the restriction of the valuation to either Z or Z has value0
Ž .Ž .group pZ. The residue field is D s Q v y with symmetric elements¤ 0
Ž . Ž . pS D s F y . Since y s 2, the element y must be positive and in fact¤ 0
Ž .has a unique choice under any embedding of F y into the real numbers.
p y 1The field F has exactly orderings, as that is the number of possible
2
Ž .real values of v q v ; being a number field, F y satisfies the strong
w xapproximation property and has no other semiorderings Pr, Corollary 9.2 .
Each ordering of F gives rise to a weak )-ordering of the residue field and
Ž .Ž .'this field can also be written D s F y y p . The induced weak¤ 0
Ž .)-ordering is unique since D is a quadratic extension of F y , where )¤ 0
Ž . Ž .is just complex conjugation, so S D s F y . Now we apply the lifting of¤ 0 wSection 2, or the simplified version for this situation found in Le2,
xPropositions 3.5, 3.6 . Any Baer ordering P of D compatible with ¤ 0
 4  4corresponds to a pair of functions: s : G r2G s 0, 1 “ "1 withP Z Z0 0
Ž .  4s 0 s 1, and P : 0, 1 “ Y . A similar argument holds for the valua-P P D ¤ 0
< <tion ¤ , which has the same residue field. Therefore, we have Y s 2 ? 2 ?‘ D
p y 1 2 2Ž . Ž .s p y 1 , provided we can show that every Baer ordering of D
2
must be compatible with ¤ or ¤ .0 ‘
Now let P be an arbitrary Baer ordering of D. Write A for the orderP
Ž .valuation ring total, not necessarily invariant of P and m for itsP
maximal ideal. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x g m P
Ž y1 .and work with ¤ otherwise x g m as noted above . The element x0 P
 py1 i < Ž .w x4generates the maximal ideal of A, the ring Ý a y a g Q v xis0 i i
Ž . Ž .localized at x . Since x is the smallest choice for a maximal ideal, A is
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the largest valuation subring of D with x in its maximal ideal. It is also the
Ž .smallest, since Ar x is Archimedean. Thus A s A. What is importantP
Ž .here is that A contains A rather than being equal to it , for this makes¤ P0 w x¤ and P semicompatible Le1, Definition 2.1 . But then, ¤ and P are, in0 0
w xfact, compatible by Le1, Theorem 4.11 , whence the valuation theory
suffices to construct all the Baer orderings of D.
Using Theorem 4.1 together with the constructions of Section 2, we are
Ž . Ž . Ž .now prepared to compute WS D, ) . First we have WS F s W F sred
Ž . w xZ q C X , 2Z since F is a SAP field Pr, Theorem 10.16 . By TheoremF
2.8, the ring associated with the set of Baer orderings for each of the
Ž Ž . Ž ..w xvaluations is isomorphic to WS F m WS F Z . Since the valuations are2
Ž .independent when restricted to Z , the ring WS D, ) is just their product0
in the appropriate category of such rings, namely
w x w xWS D , ) ( WS F m WS F Z = WS F m WS F ZŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž Ž . w x.see prespace construction 1 of Section 2 and Cr3, Theorem 2.1 . Any
abstract reduced Witt ring has the form Z q M, where M is the augmenta-
Ž .tion ideal, contained in C X, 2Z , and X is the set of all homomorphisms
Ž . Ž .of the ring to Z. The product is defined by Z q M = Z q M s Z q1 2
Ž .M = M , where Z has the diagonal embedding in the product of the two1 2
rings.
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